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Date, 04.08.2017

The Principal
All JNVs
Under Patna Region

Sub: Resardins black listinq of suppliers.
Sir,

During the course of Internal Audit a corr'.mittee was constituted to verify the
existence of firm for tle supply,of various items to the Vidyalaya.
The committee verified the addresse of the tenderers to locate their shop for the
supply of the various items. On verification, it was come to light that the following firms
have not any existence (shop) in practical and all they are not dealing in the particular class
goods.
The detail of firms are as under:-

Sl.No.

t.
2.
3.
4.

Name of firms
IWS Mukesh Singh
IWS Swati Enterprieses
ittl/S Saraf Traders
Iv{/S Akash Traders

of

Address

LIG l16llousing Board" Barari tshagalpur, Bihar
Jvoti Vihar Znra Mite, Sabour Road, Bhagaipur, Bihar
Barari Bhagalpur. Bihar
lshalchalq Mirjanhat Roa{ Bhagalpur,Bihar

purchase procedure of NYS vide letter no.
24(1yS7NVS/F&A/ dated: 08.07.1988, it is directed that "sealed quotations should be called
from only reputed firms dealing in the parlicular class of goods and not from general order
suppliers or commission agents who do not store the articles for saie, but who act purely as
iniermediaries for procuring the articles- The selection of the firms should be objectft'e and in
the interest of the Samiti, Quotations should. be called for only from frms whichhave distinct
legal existence anrl not firms which are inter-related."
In the context of the above mentioned guitlelines, the above firms are hereby
blacklisted with immediate effect forviolation of purchase procedure of NYS.
Hence, you are directed to cancel the tender of above suppliers, if you have approved

As per the

guidelines

of

the tender.

Yours fiithfi+lly

(Dr.D.S.Ktffiar)
Copy to:
t. itre Assistant Commissioner cum Cluster Incharge of all clusters under Patna Region for
needful action-

